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Abst ract - -A  hierarchical semantic net is a graph whose nodes represent concepts and whose 
Hulm represent semantic hierarchical relationships, i.e., ones that satisfy the partial order property. 
Mamm]]y-bul]t hierarchical semantic nets, such as thesauri, exist that support raditional information 
systems applications. The problem of automatically building and mA|rttAinlnvf hieraxchical ~mantic 
nets led us to explore the semantics of hierarchical relations. We argue that hierarchical relations 
between concepts imply--aud epend on--consistent patterns in the way that concepts' properties 
relate to each other. Mathematically, these patterns--which we call regularity--are characterized by
the fact that properties define graph homomorphisms from a hierarchy of concepts to graphs of prop- 
erty values for those concepts. Inheritance, which is used to characterize taxonomic (is-a) hierarchies, 
is a type of regularity. In this paper, we discuss the semantic implications of regularity and show 
instances of regularity for different hierarchical relations. In the same way that inheritance enables 
us to infer property values when those are not known, regularity enables us to infer property values 
through some sort of bidirectional inheritance--called e=pansion. However, to place a concept in a 
hierarcJ~, based on its property values, we need an iaomorphism between the hierarchy of concepts 
and the graphs of property values. Roughly speaking, such an isomorphism ay be obtained by 
comblnln~ properties into a single mapping called description, and the correspondln~ relationRhlp 
between descriptions i  a combination of relations between property values---called contez4 relation. 
In this paper, we describe the resulting Description- Context (DC) model of hierarchies, and a clas- 
sification algorithm for DC hierarchies. Regularity, exluxnsion, and classification were tested on two 
actual hierarc2des built by librarians to support a biomedical bibliographic retrieval system. The 
results, which validated our models, are briefly described. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Our  interest in hierarchical  semant ic  nets s temmed from two pract ical  problems. The first prob-  
lem has to do with represent ing and mainta in ing ezisting manual ly-bui l t  conceptual  hierarchies 
so that  they may be used by computer  programs to support  knowledge intensive appl icat ions.  
Instances of these hierarchies include thesauri and classification structures, which are commonly  
used in t rad i t iona l  information systems'  appl icat ions. Such hierarchies are the product  of a la- 
borious,  decades-long, manual  knowledge encoding process, and it is only natura l  to consider 
using them as knowledge bases for "intell igent" programs [1]. We used the Medical  Sub jec t  
Head ings  (MESH), a b iomedical  thesaurus developed at the Nat ional  L ibrary of  Medicine for its 
b ib l iographic retr ieval system MEDLARS,  to support  a semantic-net  based match ing Mgor i thm 
between documents  and queries [2,3]. Deficiencies in MeSH (missing relat ionships and concepts, 
and inconsistencies) led us to explore ways in which MeSH could be automat ica l ly  mainta ined [4], 
and because most of the knowledge about  MeSH concepts was lost in the encoding process, we 
focussed on recovering those aspects that  may help us rat ional ize the semantics of hierarchical  
re lat ions in MESH, i.e., per form a kind of "reverse knowledge ngineering." 
We would like to thank Fritz Lehnmrm for many useful suggestions and for bringing to our attention a mlrnher of 
valuable bibliographic references. 
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The second problem has to do with building hierarchical semantic nets. We have been involved 
in a number of such efforts [5,6], including a semantic net for a hypertext system that supports 
collaborative authoring [7]. Hypertext extends text by adding semantic relations between textual 
units. The semantic net of hypertext is an important foundation for browsing and searching, 
but it is also notoriously difficult to develop [8]. While the notation of semantic networks has 
grown increasingly sophisticated, the semantics of semantic networks remains the subject of 
debate [9-11]. The most thoroughly discussed kind of relations are inheritance relations, i.e., 
partial order semantic relations uch as A < B entails that concept A inherits the properties of 
concept B. Inheritance relations are generically referred to as "is-a," and include---depending, 
in part, on the semantics of nodes themselves--predication, conditionals, subclass relation [12], 
genus-species relationship [13], and others [14]. The semantics of monotonic (i.e., the ones that 
do not allow exceptions) inheritance relations are relatively well-understood, and languages such 
as KL-ONE [15] and its descendants (e.g., NIKL [16]) propose a formal model of inheritance 
hierarchies. However, other kinds of relationships remain largely unexplored [1], and there is 
more to semantic net-based inferences than inheritance or classification. 
An examination of the hierarchical relations in MeSH and similar hierarchical structures re- 
vealed that concepts' properties define graph homomorphisms from MeSH subhierarchies to 
graphs of property values for those concepts. We call this behavior of properties regularity. 
A property F is said to be regular with respect o the relation R, if the following implication is 
true: 
nl is a child of n2 --, (F(nl),F(n~)) e R, 
where nl, n2 are nodes of the hierarchy, and F(ni) the value of F for concept hi. In Section 2.2, 
we show that inheritance is a type of regularity. We also show examples of regularity in a variety 
of non-taxonomic hierarchical relations. 
To the extent that regularity corresponds to an essential property of hierarchical relations, mod- 
ifications to a hierarchical semantic net should be regularity-preserving. A regularity-preserving 
procedure that assigns property values to concepts, when those values are not known, is briefly 
discussed in Section 2.3. However, the dual problem of "inserting" a concept in the hierarchy 
based on its property values, i.e., adding Child-Of links between two concepts based on R links 
between their property values, requires that properties define isoraorphisms between the Child-Of 
hierarchy of concepts, and the graph of their property values. We show that a combination of 
regular properties into a single mapping--called description--may define an isomorphism, where 
the relation between descriptions--called context relation--is a combination of the relations be- 
tween the values of the combined properties. We argue that such a pair (description, context 
relation) always exists which uniquely characterizes the semantics of the underlying hierarchical 
relation. 
We observed that the links within a manually-built hierarchy sometimes embody different 
semantic relationships. However, these relationships were such that if (n, p) E rl, and (p, q) E r2, 
then (n,q) E r2, where n, p, and q are three nodes in the hierarchy, and rl and r2 are two 
hierarchical relationships. A number of researchers have explored the semantics of hierarchies 
that embody different types of relationships. Greer and McCalla proposed a model of hierarchies 
(called 7 hierarchies) that support recognition [17]. Roughly speaking, a 7 hierarchy consists 
of a taxonomy whose leaf nodes are root nodes of part-of hierarchies, and support a number of 
inferences across part-of and is-a links [17]. Schiel formalized a set of axioms for inferences across 
is-a, part-of, and element-of relationships [18]. Such hierarchies, however, do not support the 
kind of deductive inferences that we observed. 
We propose a model of hierarchies called DC hierarchies, for Description-Context relation, 
where each node n is assigned a pair (Dn,Cn) that characterizes the relationships within the 
subhierarchy with root n. The partial order inherent in a DC hierarchy imposes a corresponding 
partial order between (D, C) pairs. This model is discussed in Section 3.2. In particular, we 
briefly sketch a classification algorithm for DC hierarchies. The results of applying our model to 
subhierarchies of MeSH is discussed in Section 4. In Section 5, we summarize the results of this 
paper and outline directions in which our work is being pursued. 
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2. REGULARITY  
The hierarchy of eye diseases and the anatomical hierarchy of the eye shown in Figure 1 axe 
taken from the Medical Subject Headings (MESH). MeSH contains over 50,000 terms grouped 
in 15 categories including "Anatomical Terms" and "Diseases." Within each category, terms 
are organized in tree structures based on the "Broader-Term" relation. This relation refers to 
taxonomic relations, as well as other types of hierarchical relations [19]. The "organ" links were 
added by the authors to associate ach eye disease with the organ it affects. Other properties 
may be used to describe diseases. Figure i shows that whenever a disease A has "Broader-Term" 
a disease B, the "organ" of disease A is part of the "organ" of disease B. In this case the "organ" 
property is said to be regular with respect o the relation Part-Of. Similar patterns are evident 
in other categories of MeSH and in other classification structures [1]. We formalize regularity in 
the next section. 
Organ ..... ~ 
Organ 
Organ 
Figure 1. In the subhierarchy ofdiseases, B-T is an abbreviation for "Broader Term." 
The anatomical hierarchy of the eye uses "Part-Of" relationships. 
2.1. Concepts, Properties, and Regularity 
Before we provide a mathematical characterization f regularity, we specify what we mean 
by concepts, properties, and property values in the context of our hierarchies. The nature of 
concepts has been the subject of debate in philosophy, cognitive science, and artificial intelligence 
(e.g., [9,14,15,20-23]). The conventional wisdom in taxonomic representations states that nodes 
should represent intensions instead of eztensions. 1 For our purposes, this simply means that the 
node "Eye Diseases" in the hierarchy of Figure 1 does not refer to the set of eye diseases (e.g., my 
aunt's Glaucoma, John's eye infection of last summer) but rather to the "qualities" that make 
an object qualify to be an eye disease. 
In this context, properties are such qualities. In Figure 1, the very fact that we associate 
an organ with "Eye Diseases" tells us something about "Eye Diseases. "~ Specifying "Eye" as 
the (only) value for the property "Organ" further defines "Eye Diseases" by stating that the 
organ of any particular eye disease (John's left eye infection of last summer) is an eye (John's 
left eye). Mathematically speaking, a property F defines a relation. 3 Its domain is the set of 
I Intuitively, the intenslon of a concept is its "meaning," while its extension is the set of objects it de~otes. This 
distinction orlgin~ted inFl'ege's ense and ~ference [20], and later took various other forms which differ in subtle 
ways  [14]. 
2Namely, that they belong to the eateoor~ of  things for which there is an organ [23]. 
aIn [23], properties (called determinable indices) define functions. However, this restriction can be easily extended 
as seen be low.  
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concepts (intensions) to which the property applies, and its range the set of permissible values-- 
themselves intensional concepts. When two or more values are specified for a property, we 
interpret he different values disjunctively. For example, if both (Conjunctivitis, Inflammation) 
and (Conjunctivitis, Infection) belong to the property "Caused-By," we take this to mean that 
"Conjunctivitis" may be caused by either an "Inflammation" oran "Infection. "4 In the remainder 
of this section, we shall represent a hierarchy H by a pair (N, Child-Of) where N is the set of 
nodes, and Child-Of a generic label for the links appearing in the graphical representation f H, 
which often corresponds to the Hasse diagram of the underlying semantic relationship. That 
relationship is the transitive closure of Child-Of. 
Let H = (N, Child-Of) be a hierarchy, and F a property with domain DF and range PF. Let 
NF be the subset of N for which F is applicable, i.e., N n DE, and let r be a binary relation on 
PF (r C_ PF x PF). We assume that F is known where defined. When F is a function, instead of 
writing (n,p) 6 F, for n 6 NF, and p 6 Pro, we may use the functional notation F(n) = p, and 
we define regularity as follows: 
REGULARITY FOR SINGLE-VALUED PROPERTIES. F ls regular with respect o r on ATE, iff: 
(Vnl, n2 6 NF) [(nx, n2) 6 Child-Of --} (F(nl), F(n2)) 6 r]. (i) 
F defines a graph homomorphism from (NF, Child-Of) to (P, r). 
In Figure 1, the "Organ" property is regular with respect o the relation "Part-Of." If F is 
not a function, we define F(n) = {p 6 PF such that (n,p) 6 F}, and we associate to r a relation 
R between subsets of PF (R C_ 2 Pm x 2 PF ) defined as follows: 
(VA, B C_ PF) ((A, B) 6 R ---, (Va 6 A) (3b 6 B) [(a, b) E r]). (2) 
In other words, R is defined by the pairs of sets (A, B) such that every element of A is related 
to at least one of B by relation r. In this case, we define regularity as follows: 
P~EGULARITY FOR MULTI-VALUED PROPERTIES. Let F be a multi-valued property. F is regular 
with respect o r itD 
(Vnl, n2 e NF)((nl, n2) 6 Child-Of --, (F(nl), F(n2)) 6 R). (3) 
F defines a graph homomorphism between (NF,Child-Of) and (2 P~ , R). 
The reader may check that (3) reduces to (1) when F is a function. 
Figure 2 shows an example of a multi-valued regular property. Let IS-A be the set relation 
associated with is-a. We say that Cause(Bacterial Conjunctivitis) IS-A Cause(Conjunctivitis) 
because very single cause of "Bacterial Conjunctivitis" is-a some cause of "Conjunctivitis." 
This definition of IS-A is consistent with a disjunctive view of multiple property values, and thus, 
the property values of one concept may be related to just a subset of the property values of 
its ancestors. For example, a "Conjunctivitis" may be caused by either an Infection, or by an 
"Inflammation," but not necessarily both, and its subclasses may be restricted to one of the two 
CaUSeS. 
~.~. Regularity in Hierarchies 
2.2.1. Regularity Generalizes Inheritance 
The term inheritance has a double meaning. It refers to the fact that concepts in a taxonomy 
share properties with their ancestors--we call it factual inheritance. It also refers to the procedere 
used to infer property values of concepts from their ancestors--we call it procedural inheritnce. 
There has been psychological evidence for procedural inheritance in human memory pro~__~_, 
4In logic-baaed representations, this means that if z is a cxmjunctivitis and y & pathologic.~l state that  catmed z, 
then [Infection(y) v Inflammation(;/)] is true, No auumpt ion is made about whether both can be true, nor about 
the uniqueness of y for a particular z. 
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caas~ 
caused 
by 
Figure 2. Regularity in the case of a multi-valued property. The "cause" prop- 
erty is regular with respect to the relation "k-a." The fact that "Int]ammatlon" is 
not related to any of the causes of "Conjunctivitis'" descendants does not preclude 
characterizing this situation as an instance ofregularity. C-O means Child-Of. 
associated with the theory of cognitive conomy [24,25]. In logic-based representations, procedural 
inheritance is sometimes characterized by the repeated application of modus ponens [26]. In 
frame-based representations, we were hard-pressed to find a description (or prescription) of the 
way that property values relate to each other along is-a paths beyond value restriction, with 
the notable xception of the KL-ONE family. Value restriction for a discrete property F can be 
described as follows: 
(Vnx,n2 e N)nl is-a n2 --} F(ni) C_ F(n~). (4) 
In other words, the property F defines a graph homomorphism between (N, is-a) and 
(Un~N{F(n)},C). The reader may check that the subset relation (C_) is the set relation as- 
sociated with equality (=). 
In KL-ONE, value restriction takes the following form: 
(Vni, n~ E N) ni SUPERC n2 ---} F(ni) SUPERC F(n2), (5) 
where SUPERC (SUPERConcept) is the backbone of KL-ONE taxonomies, F is a Role, and F(n) 
the corresponding RoleSet.5 While this definition is more powerful than the set inclusion between 
property values (Equation (4)), it is too general to yield reliable procedural inheritance [1] (see 
expansion in Section 2.3), and we understand that SUPERC does not include "Part-Of," in which 
case it would fail to capture the relation between "Conjunetiva" and "Eye" in the example of 
Figure 1. 
2.2.2. Regularity in Other Hierarchies 
In this section, we show examples of regularity for non-taxonomic relationships. Figures 3 and 4 
show examples of regularity for various kinds of "Part-Of" relationships. Figure 3 shows regularity 
for spatial part-of. The hierarchy is taken from the "Anatomy" category in MESH. Organs may 
be characterized by a variety of properties. In this case, only the volume occupied by the organ 
determines the relationship. This relationship s to be contrasted with the relationship n Figure 4, 
which we call functional part.of. In this case, we characterized nodes by their functions. Notice 
that hierarchical relations in this case do not necessarily imply spatial containment. This is true 
of a variety of spatiMly "decentralized" physiological systems of the body which do not correspond 
5In KL-ONE, roles are simil~r to our properties, and ralesets correspond to our property vMues, modulo subtle 
differences [1]. KL-ONE defines another relation between Rolesets (e.g., nnmber eatrlctlon), and a relation 
between rolea themselves (called role di~ere~tlation, e.g., by differentiating "Members" for animals, to "Legs" 
and "Arms" for humans). 
CA~A 23:2-5-W 
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~, .~ Iosod-l~n ,clo In 
Location 
Location 
Figure 3. In the subhiexarchy of organs, B-T is an abbreviation for"Broader-Term." 
In this case, it stands for spatial part-of. Vol(X) stands for the spatial volume 
occupied by organ X. 
Function ~- 
bf 
F.ne, lnn 
F~mction 
Figure 4. Regularity for the case of functional part.o]. The "Function" of a node 
contributes to the overall function of its parent. Excerpts from MESH. 
to a specific body organ, part or region. MeSH also contains part-of relations that imply both 
spatial containment and functional decomposition. 
We were also able to identify regularity in hierarchies built around artificial orderings, such 
as administrative hierarchies. Figure 5 shows excerpts from an administrative hierarchy where 
the property "Supervises" defines a graph homomorphism between the hierarchy of executive 
positions and a subdivision of an organization's departments. We could think of a similar homo- 
morphism based on the expertise required of the various executive positions: In an ideal world, 
the expertise of an executive consists of the "sum" of that of his subordinates. 
We are currently exploring the extent o which regularity characterizes (non-trivial) temporal 
relstionships such as causal relationships. Causal relationships and causal reasoning are impor- 
tant in qualitative reasoning, and have been studied in the context of qualitative physics and 
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Supervises ~ ~  
Suoervises 
Figure 5. Regularity for the case of an administrative hierarchy. "P-O" stands for 
Part-Of, and "Sub" for subordinate. 
medical reasoning (see, e.g., [27-33]). Roughly speaking, in a statement ",4 causes B," A and B 
correspond to exceptional states or state transitions of two systems SA and Ss, such that SA and 
SB are subjected to a constraint. If A0 and B0 are the initial states, if SA moves to A, then SB 
moves to B in a way such that the constraint is still satisfied [27]. The directionality of causal 
relationships derives from the directionality of the constraint. 
Causal relationships do exhibit a "weak" form of regularity in terms of time precedence between 
cause and effect, i.e., 
A Causes B ---, Period(A) Precedes Period(B). 
Blum used the above rule (in conjunction with other heuristics) to hypothesize causal relationships 
between clinical observations from a database of patient records [29]. We are taking a more 
analytical approach to causal relationships by analyzing the systems and constraints underlying 
them. Generally speaking, constraints are the result of the pattern of inter-connections (relations) 
between the various systems, and the laws prevalent in the underlying domain. We suspect hat 
graphs of interconnections between systems exhibit some form of regularity. Figure 6 shows an 
example of what we mean. The diseases hown are abnormal states of the various organs, which 
are in a part-of relationship. This spatial containment and the connectivity of the different organs 
(via the blood stream) propagate the infection to ever bigger organs. 
Organ 
Figure 6. Regalarity for a simple case of causal relations. 
~.3. Regularity-Based Inferences 
The previous examples howed that regularity accounts for some aspects (or justifications) of 
hierarchical relationships. Also, to the extent that properties and property values are primi- 
tives for defining concepts, relations between concepts are inevitably reflected in relationships 
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Organ P 
Org~ 7 
Figure 7. An il lustration of Expansion in the case of a single-valued property. By aa- 
si~,ni-g "Female Genitalia" , -  the v, due for the property "Organ" of "Female Genital 
Neophumm," we presecve the regulaxity of "Organ" with respect o "Paxt-Of." 
between their properties and property values. We argue that regularity is an essential property 
of hierarchical relationships, and that modifications to a hierarchy must be regularity-preserving. 
One of the modifications/additions to a hierarchy consists of inferring/computing property 
values for some nodes in the hierarchy. Frequently in manually-encoded hierarchies ome of the 
nodes have no values for some of the properties, although those properties are applicable to the 
nodes. In other words, we may have a node in NF that is not explicitly associated with concepts 
in PF (range of F). 6 We developed an algorithm called expansion, that creates property-value 
links, i.e., associates a concept with a (set of) value(s), in a way such that the regularity of the 
property is conserved. Mathematically speaking, expansion solves the following problem: 
Given that property F is regular with respect o a relation r, and ~iven that a concept n with 
children n l , . . . ,  nc and parents nl , . . . ,  n p has no value for F, find a set S C_ PF such that: 
(Vn i such that F(n i) is known ) (S, F(n')) E R), and (6.a) 
(Vnj such that F(nj) is known )(F(nj) ,S) E R). (6.b) 
Figure 7 shows a simple instance of this problem. Let r(A) = {b E PF, where 3a E A such 
that (a,b) E r}, and r - l (A)  = {b E PF where 3a E A such that (b,a) E r}. 7 The reader can 
check that (6.a) implies: 
s N (7.a) 
n i such that F(n ~) is known 
and that (6.b) implies: 
S ~ U r(F(ni))" (7.b) 
nj such that F(nj) is known 
We identified two special cases, depending on the neighborhood ofn, called downward ez~ansion-- 
when n has no children, or none of his children have known F values, in which ease S is required 
to satisfy only (7.a)--and upward expansion--the dual case with n's parents, in which case S is 
required to satisfy only (7.b) [1]. A full account of expansion is beyond the scope of this paper. 
The actual algorithm employs a number of heuristics that depend on the mathematical properties 
of r to improve the accuracy of expansion. The reader is referred to [34] for a thorough diacmmion 
of expansion. 
6This leads to a mino¢ modlficatlon'of the de£mltion of reLpdarity by redu~ the raz~e of the tmlvenal  quantifier 
in Equat iom (5) and (7) to the e lem~ts  ofN  F that  have known F values. 
?Notice that (A,r(A)) E It, and (r- I (A),A) E R, where R is the set relation associated with r. 
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Consider now the reverse problem of placing a node in a hierarchy based on the relationships 
between its property values and property values of other nodes in the hierarchy. Again, to the 
extent hat regularity is an essential property of hierarchies, this addition should be regularity- 
preserving. Consider the example of Figure 8. The "Organ" property is regular with respect o 
the "Part-Of" relationship. In other words: 
(Vnl, n2 E Norgan)[(nl,rl2) E Child-Of --+ (Organ(n1), Organ(n2)) E Part-Of ]. (8) 
Notice however that the reverse implication is not true. For instance, "Bronchitis" is not Child- 
Of "Lung Neoplasms," although "Bronchi" is Part-Of "Lung." Thus we cannot rely on "Organ" 
values alone to infer Child-Of relationships between diseases, and if we were to do that, the node 
"Bronchial Neoplasms" would be incorrectly linked to "Lung Infections." In mathematical terms, 
this is due to the fact that the property "Organ" does not define an isomorphism between the 
Child-Of hierarchy and the "Part-Of" hierarchy. 
Organ 
Figure 8. Inserting nodes based on values for a regular property. A problematic case. 
If Type(n) is the type of disease of n, and given the hierarchy of Figure 9-a, we realize that 
"Type" is regular with respect o the relation "Subtype." Combining this with the regularity of 
"Organ," we have: 
(Vnl, n2 E N) [(nl, n2) E Child-Of --~ 
(Organ(nl),Organ(n2)) E Part-Of A (Type(n1), Type(n2)) E Subtype], (9) 
where we replaced Norgma lq NType by N, since both properties apply to all the nodes. Notice 
also that the reverse implication is true. Define the mapping (Organ,Type) between N and the 
(cartesian) product of 2P°', -- by 2PT,p . such that (Organ, Type)in ) = (Organ(n), Type(n)), and 
define the binary relation (Part-Of, Subtype} on 2P°'* " x 2 Pr,p° such that ((A,B),(A',B')) E 
(Part-Of, Subtype} if[ ( A, A') E Part-Of, and (B, B') E Subtype. From the above, we have: 
(Vnl,n~ E N) [(nl,n2) E Child-Of , , 
((Organ, Type)(nt), (Organ, Type)(n2)) E (Part-Of, Subtype}]. (I0) 
Figure 9-b shows the graph of (Part-Of, Subtype/, and the isomorphism between the hierarchy 
and that graph defined by the relation (Organ, Type}. Using rule (10), the node "Bronchial 
Neoplasms" would he correctly placed as a Child-Of "Lung Neoplasms." 
The above manipulations provide the basic idea behind our model of hierarchical relationships. 
We call (Organ, Type I a description of nodes in H, and the composite relation (Part-Of, Subtype) 
a contezt relation. 
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Figure 9-a. The property "Type" is also regular with respect o the subset relation 
(Subtype). The node {Infection-} is repeated for the reader's convenience. 
<0,'1~ 
T ~ 
, ~o.,}) ~',,ec ,.) 
Figure 9-b. Isomorphism obtained by combining the properties "Organ" and "Type" 
into a deacription ((o, t)) and the corresponding regularity relation- Part-Of and 
Subtype ((PO, C)). "R.S." stands for Respiratory System. Now, the node "Bronchial 
Neoplasms" can be correctly pl__,~ce~d baaed on preserving t~e isomorphism. 
3. DC HIERARCHIES 
We start this section by defining the semantics of hierarchical relationships. In particular, 
we argue that hierarchical relationships can be defined by the combination of relations between 
concepts' property values. Next, we present the DC model of hierarchies. A DC hierarchy is an 
acyclic graph where all the individual links are instances of hierarchical relationships, with their 
own semantics. However, these links are arranged in such a way that they support a special kind 
of transitivity, namely, if n rl p, and p r2 q, then n r2 q, where rl and r2 represent the semantics 
of the link between , and p and the link between p and q, respectively. Finally, we describe a 
classification algorithm for DC hierarchies. 
3.1. Semantics of Hierarchical Relationships 
Let LT (for Less-Than) be a semantic partial order relation defined on a conceptual domain 
DLT. We argue that: 1) there exists k properties Fx, F~,...,Ft with domains Dry, 
DF~,..., D A D DLr, and ranges PFI, PF2,..., PYk, respectively, such that there exists k 
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binary relations R1,. . . ,  Rk defined on PFt through PFk, respectively, such that: 
(V,1, n 2 • DLT ) [n 1 LT n 2 -- [(El(hi) , El(n2) ) • ~1] A. . . /~ [ ( fk (n l )  , fkCn2)  ) • ~k]]. (11) 
We define a description D = (Fx,. . . ,  Fk) as a relation from DI.T to PF~ x ... x PFh such that: 
(Vn • N,pl • PFI,... ,Pk • PFk) [(n,(pl,... ,p~)) • D = [(n,pl) • FLA...A(n, pk) • Fk]]. (12) 
We define D(n), for n • DLT by the k-tuple D(n) = (Fl(n),Fz(n), . . . ,Fk(n)) .  We define 
C = (R1,... ,R~} as a binary relation on 2PPl x ... x 2PF~ such that: 
(Vnl, n2 • DLT) [(D(nl), D(n2)) • C - [[(FiCnl), Fl(n2)) • R1] A.. .  A [(Fk(nl), Fk(n=)) • Rk]]]. 
03) 
using (12) and (13), rule (11) can be written as: 
(Vnl,n~ e DLT)[nl LTn2 - [(D(nl),D(n2)) e C]]. (14) 
Using this rule, we see that for "LT" to define a partial order, C must also define a partial order. 
The reader can check that C defines a partial order iff: 1) for all i, R/ is transitive, and 2) there 
exists at least one i such that R~ is antisymmetric. We call C a context relation. 
Hautam~iki defines viewpoints as subsets of all the applicable properties to a concept [23], and 
that subset serves as the basis for comparing concepts "from that viewpoint." In our case, the 
comparison consists of assessing whether a concept A is in some hierarchical relation with B. D 
specifies what elements should be compared, and C, called context relation, specifies how they 
should be compared. A more intuitive interpretation f "context" in "context relations" will be 
given later when we talk about DC hierarchies. 
An obvious implication of rule i l l )  is that in any "LT" hierarchy, all the properties that 
make up the description (Fi for i = 1,. . . ,  k) are regular with respect o some relation (Ri). 
However, the reverse is not true, i.e., within an "LT" hierarchy, a property F may be regular 
with respect o some relation r, and yet, F and r (or the associated set relation R) are not part 
of the (D, C) description of the relationship, a For instance, a hierarchical relation "LT" has 
both an intension, i.e., what it means for A to be LTB,  and an extension, i.e., the set of (A, B) 
pairs such that A LT B. A hierarchy H = (N, Child-Of) that is based on a particular elation 
LT (say functional Part-Of) is only a subset of the extension of LT (because N C_ DLT), and 
patterns that emerge within this subset may not apply to the entire extension of LT. We call 
such manifestations of regularity incidental, i.e., regularity that "happens" to hold. Figure 10 
shows a mathematical example of incidental regularity that illustrates the relation of incidental 
regularity to the intension and extension of hierarchical relations. Thus, including the regularity 
of a property F within a manually-built hierarchy in the description of the semantics of the 
underlying hierarchical relationship is inevitably an inductive step, and only experimentation 
can validate this step. Such experimentation may consist of adding concepts to the hierarchy 
using that description, and having subject experts cheek whether the augmented hierarchy still 
"makes ense." 
3.2. DC Hierarchies 
Consider the example of Figure 11. Each node was characterized by the property "Affects" 
which relates a neoplasm to the body part or organ it affects. If we look at the hierarchy of body 
parts, we realize that the relationship between "Respiratory Tract" and 'Thorax" is spatial, while 
the one between "Trachea" (or "Lung") and "Respiratory Tract" implies both spatial contain- 
ment and functional decomposition (see Section 2.2.2). Accordingly, the relationship between 
"Tracheal Neoplasms" and "Respiratory Tract Neoplasms" is more specific than the relationship 
between "Respiratory Tract Neoplasms" and "Thoracic Neoplasms." Another way of looking at 
this example consists of replacing the property "Affects" by a purely spatial property "Location," 
SThe reader can check that: 1) if r is transitive, then R is transitive, and 2) if F is regular with respect to r, then 
it is also regular with respect to the transitive closure of r. Thus, the transitivity ofr (or R) is not an issue. 
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Figure 10. A (mathematical) example of incidental regularity. On the lefthand side, 
we have a partial lattice based on the divide relation ("div').  It so happens that 
within this (partial) lattice, if A divides B, then ~ divides VrB, i.e., the relation 
~/ is  regular with respect o "divides." However, this is not true of all pairs (A, B) 
such that A divides B. For eYample, 450 divides 900, although ~ (not an integer) 
does not divide 30. The intensioa of divides may be stated as "A divides B if the 
remainder of A/B is zero." Its eztension is the set of all pairs (A, B) such that A 
divides B, including (450,900). The lefthand lattice shows a subset of this extension, 
and results that are true for this subset may not be generalized, and should not be 
used as the basis for deciding whether two mlmbers are in a "divides" relationship. 
but then define a second property for the nodes in the subtree "Respiratory Tract Neoplasms" 
which refers to the function affected by the disease, 9 in which case the relationship between 
"Respiratory Tract Neoplasms" and its children is defined by the regularity of two properties, 
one of which defines the relationship between "Respiratory Tract Neoplasms" and "Thoracic 
Neoplasms." In either case, we can formally prove that "Lung Neoplasms" is a descendant of 
'q~horacic Neoplasms" based on the semantics of both the relationship between "Lung Neo- 
plasms" and "Respiratory Tract Neoplasms," and the relationship between "Respiratory Tract 
Neoplasms" and "Thoracic Neoplasms." 
A~e~ 
Affects 
$ 
s~" . . . . .  Sub~-'"  
/ 
Figure 11. An example of a hierardW where the llnirs represent different semantic 
relationships. In this case, this is reflected in the fact thst the relationship between 
"Lung" and its children is more specific tha~__ that between "Thorax" and its chil- 
dren. For the case of "Lung," the relation is one of spatial containment (End.) and 
functional decompoaltlcm (Suht.). For "Thorax," the relation is simply spatial. 
9In this case respiratory functioas, such as ~ air in and out d lungs, for "Trachea," and exchanging 02 
and CO2, for the "Lungs." 
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This (a bit stretched) example is typical of a number of situations in MeSH and similar hier- 
archies: different kinds of hierarchical relationships are lumped within the same hierarchy, but 
these relationships axe such that deductive inferences (through transitivity) are still valid. We 
call these DC hierarchies for reasons to appear below. In a DC hierarchy, some properties n~y 
only be applicable at lower levels, and relations between property values may become increasingly 
restrictive as we go down the hierarchy. Throughout this section, we shall use "Child-Of" and 
"Descendant-Of" (its transitive closure) to refer to the links and paths of links in a DC hierarchy, 
knowing that individual links may have different semantics (intensions). The intension of a link 
is referred to as LT. 
Let H =(N,Child-Of) be a DC hierarchy. For all n • N, we define LTn as the hierarchical 
relationship between n and its descendants. From Section 3.1, there exists a pair (Dn, Cn) such 
that: 
(Vg • DZT.) [9 LT. n -- (Dn(g), Dn(n)) • C.], (lS) 
where we extended the range of g to the domain of LT. which includes N, as well as "potential" 
nodes of H. By definition, we have: 
(Vg • N) [g Descendant-Of n ---+ (Dn(g), Dn(n)) • Cn]. (16) 
Let n, p, and q be three nodes in a DC hierarchy such that n is a Descendant-Of p, and p is a 
Descendant-Of q. The following is true: 
[( Dp(n), Dp(p) • Cp] ^  [( Dq(p), Dq(q) • Cq]. (17) 
Because n is also a descendant of q, and using (16), a formal system should be able to conclude 
that [(Dq(n), Dq(q)) • Cq] is true. Thus, if n, p, and q are along a child-of path, it must be true 
that: 
[(Dp(n), Dp(p)) • Cp] A [(Dq(p), Dq(q)) • Cq] ~ [(Dq(n), Dq(q)) • Cg]. (18) 
We called this condition DC transitivity. We identified a sufficient condition for DC transitiv- 
ity [35], which is expressed by the following rule: 
(Vp, q fi N) [p Descendant-Ofq --~ (Dp extends Dq) A (Cp Specializes C~)]. (19) 
A description D o extends a description Dn if D o includes all the properties, and possibly 
more, that are included in Ca. In one interpretation of the example of Figure 11, 
DRespiratory Tract Neoplurns (-- (Location,Function}) extends DThoracic Neoplum, (= (Location)). 
Specialization is defined for context relations whose corresponding descriptions are in an ex- 
tension relationship. Let Dp = (Fx,...,Fk), Cp = (R1,.. . ,Rk), Dq = {F1,...,Fm), and 
Cq = (R~,...,  Rim), for m < k, Cp specializes Cq iff for all i = 1,.. . ,  m, Ri C_ R~. 
Rules (16) and (19) define the semantics of DC hierarchies, and we have: 
DC HIERARCHIES. A DC hierarchy is a hierarchy H =(N,Child-Of) such that for a/l n, we 
associate a descript ion (mapping) Dn and a context relation Cn such that: 
(Vn,p E N)[ n Descendant-Of p =_ [(Dp(n), Dp(p)) E Cp] A [Dn Extends Dp] 
^ [c. Svecial   Cpl]. 
(20) 
The combination of Dn and Cn constitutes the context of concept n within the hierarchy H. 
Rule (19) states that the mapping (D, C) which assigns to each n its context (i.e., a pair (Dn, Us)) 
is regular with respect o the composite relation (Extension, Specialization). Intuitively, this 
corresponds to a narrowing of viewpoints or perspectives as we go down a DC hierarchy. By 
default, leaf nodes have the sane description and context relations as their immediate parents. 
Roughly speaking, developing a DC description for a manually-built hierarchy can be done in 
a top-down approach by first identifying regularity patterns in the properties that apply to all 
the nodes of the hierarchy. If the combination of these properties and regularity relations do not 
define an isomorphism, we look at the subhierarchies where the isomorphism fails, and see whether 
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additional properties could be defined which are regular with respect to some relation, or whether 
regularity relations could be meaningfully refined to account for the hierarchical relations in those 
subhierarchies (as in restricting a generic "Part-Off between "Organs," to one that implies both 
functional decomposition and spatial containment). We iterate this process reeursively until an 
isomorphic mapping across the whole hierarchy is completed. In [35], we proposed a bottom-up 
approach based on similar principles and compared it to the top-down approach in relation to 
the soundness and completeness of the resulting description. In either case, the value of DC 
descriptions can only be validated through experimentation, as explained in Section 3.1. 
3.3. Classification in DC Hierarchies 
Adding a concept o a hierarchy consists of finding all the hierarchical relationships between 
that concept and other concepts of the hierarchy. The transitivity of hierarchical relationships 
allows us to represent only a small subset of these relationships by actual inks corresponding to
the Hasse diagram. Also, combined with antisymmetry, transitivity greatly simplifies the search 
for related nodes. This reduces the problem of inserting a concept n into a hierarchy H to a 
classification problem, as shown below. 
Let H = (N,Child-Of) be a DC hierarchy, and P(n,p) be the predicate that returns true if n 
qualifies as a descendant of p, i.e., 
P(n,p) =_ [(Dp(n),Dp(p)) e Cp] A [Dn Extends Dp] A [Cn Specializes Cp]. (21) 
The first major step in inserting a concept n = (Dn, Kn) consists of searching H for the lowest 
concepts p -- (Dp, Kp) such that P(n,p) is true, and then creating "Child-Off links between 
and p. The transitivity of "Descendant-Off allows us to infer that P(n, q) is true for all q which 
are ancestors of p. Concept p with children Pl , . . .  ,Pk is one of these lowest concepts iff: 
(CI) P(n,p) is true, and 
(C2) (Vi = 1,..., k)e(n,pi) is not trueJ ° 
The second major insertion step consists of finding the highest DC-concept(s) q such that P(q, n) 
is true, and then creating "Child-Off links between those concepts and n. 11 Concept q with 
parents q l , . . . ,  qm is such a concept iff: 
(Ca) P(q, n) is true, and 
(C4) (Vj - 1, . . . ,  m)P(qJ, n) is not true. 12 
In taxonomic lassification, "Descendant-Of" stands for subsumption, and P(n,p) stands for the 
subsumption function [15]. Typically, classification algorithms earch for classes (nodes) that 
satisfy conditions (C1) and (C2) using a top-down search, starting from the root of the hierarchy. 
Nodes that fail (C1) are disregarded (dead-ends). A node p that satisfies (C1) is expanded and 
its children are tested for (C1). If none of them satisfies (C1), then p satisfies (C2), and a 
link is created between  and p. Because of the transitivity of "Lower-Than," the search for 
nodes that satisfy conditions (Ca) and (C4) (i.e., highest descendants of n) can be limited to the 
descendants of the nodes that satisfy (C1) and (C2) (i.e., descendants of the lowest ancestors 
of n) [1,36]. Figure 12 illustrates the search for lowest ancestors. 
In practice, the above algorithm can only be used to insert (classify) an entire subhierarchy 
with root n, for otherwise D, and C, have no meaning. More frequently, however, a node n is 
simply described by a set of properties, i.e., with no a priori context. Its context will be imposed 
l °By virtue of the transitivity of "Descendant-Of," condition (C2) ~uLrantees that n is not "Descealdant-Oi m any 
of the descendants of p. 
11This second step can make some of the links in the hierarchy redundmat. For instance, assume that 9 is found 
to be a lowest ancestor of n, and that q, initially a child ofg, is found to be a highest descendant o fn .  The direct 
~nk between q and g becomes redundant, and is therefore removed by the classiflc4ttion slgorithm~ A ~  this 
link is perfectly valid, maintaining a Haue Diagram represe~tatlon f our lderarchies ~ the accttracy of 
expaimion [1]. 
l~By virtue of the transitivity of "Descendant-Of," condition (C4) guarantees that none of the ~ncestor# of q is 
"Descendant-Of" n.
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Figure 12. DK classification. Let P be the predicate defined by: 
(Dy(X), Dy(Y)) E Cy 
P(X,Y) = Dx Extends Dy 
CX Specializes Cy 
Double circles indicate the nodes for which P(X, hi) was evaluated (~isited nodes). 
Triple circles repl-~ent nodes for which P(X, ni) returned true. The search starts 
from the root (nl) .  The node nk is a lowest ancestor of X. 
by its ancestors. This leads to a slight modification to search for lowest ancestors: instead of 
using the predicate P defined in Equation (21), we use the predicate Q(n,p) defined as: 
Q(n,p) =- [(Dp(n), Dp(p)) 6 Cp]. (22) 
Once the lowest ancestors of n are found, we assign n a pair (D.,C.) such that for all p lowest 
ancestor of n, D.  extends Dp, and C. specializes Cp. Symbolically, we take: 
U co= N 
p lowest anc. of n p lowest anc. of n 
Roughly speaking, when no single context relation is found that specializes all those of n's an- 
cestors, we group n's ancestors in groups of ancestors whose context relations have a common 
specialization, and create several nodes to represent n, one node under each group, with its own 
context relation. A thorough discussion of this step may be found in [1,35]. In any case, once n 
(or n's copies) is assigned a pair (D, ,  C,) ,  the search for highest descendants proceeds as in the 
previous case (conditions Cs and C4), using the predicate P again. 
The classification algorithm can be used on manually-built hierarchies using the (D, C) descrip- 
tions derived as explained in Section 3.2. If its decisions concur with those of subject experts, this 
gives more credibility to the DC model as a whole, and to the particular DC descriptions used. 
The algorithm may also be used to detect imperfections in the hierarchy by reclassifying existing 
nodes. Such imperfections may be of two kinds: 1) occasional exceptions to regularity, 2) some 
perfectly valid relationships may have been overlooked by the hierarchy builders, reflected in 
"missing" "Child-Of" links. In the first case, we choose to overlook exceptions, and see whether 
classification would re-insert he faulty nodes at more appropriate places in the hierarchy. In the 
second case, the classification algorithm may find more lowest ancestors (highest descendants) 
for the reclassified node, than was in the original hierarchy. 13 In either case, if the decisions of 
the classification algorithm "make more sense" to subject experts than the original structure of 
the hierarchy, we can say that while DC descriptions fail to completely characterize the structure 
of the hierarchy as it stands, they correspond more to what the structure of the hierarchy should 
be, and therein lies a stronger proof of the accuracy of the DC model. 
*SThis is also possible because the algorithm described at the end of Section 3.2 does not necessarily generate an 
isomorphism for a variety of reasons, including the fact that there may not exist such an isomorphism with the 
hierarchy as it stands because of missing "Child-Of" links [1]. 
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4. EXPERIMENTS 
Two subhierarchies of the Medical Subject Headings (MESH) were used to test regularity and 
the DC model. Call them KB1 and KB2. KB1 and KB~ were stored and manipulated by a 
Franz Lisp program written on top of a frame package called FRAMEKIT [37]. Space limitations 
do not allow us to go in the details and subtleties of the experiments. A detailed escription of 
regularity tests and expansion may be found in [1,34]. Classification experiments are described 
fully in [1,35]. We will content ourselves with outlining the major results. 
KB1 and KB2 consisted of about 130 nodes from the "Neoplasms" subtree of MESH. Nodes 
of NBI were described by the property "Organ." We had to use an additional property "Type" 
within a subhierarchy of KBl--Call it kbl--to account for the relationships within that sub- 
hierarchy. The property "Organ" was tested for its regularity with respect to the relation 
"Part-Of"--the main hierarchical relation in the "Anatomy" subtree. We measured the ratio 
of the child-parent pairs whose locations were in a "Part-Of" relationship, to the total number 
of child-parent pairs. This ratio was 0.935. The child-parent pairs whose locations were not in 
a Part-Of relation were positively attributed by domain experts to inconsistencies and omissions 
in MeSH [1]. The "Type" property was completely regular (above ratio = 1) in kbl. 
Nodes of KB1 were then assigned (D, C) descriptions. All the nodes of kbl were assigned 
D = (Organ, Type) and C = (Part-Of, Subtype). The rest of KB1 was assigned D = (Organ) 
and C = (Part-Of). Then, a number of nodes of KB1 were re-inserted using the classification 
algorithm. Predictably, 89% of the nodes returned to their original places in the hierarchy. The 
11% "failures" were invariably attributed by subject experts to either: 1) inconsistencies in the 
original hierarchy, in which case reclassification corrected the problem, or 2) subtle inconsistencies 
in the graph of property values (the (Organ,Part-Of) hierarchy) which regularity tests alone could 
not detect, in which case reclassification pointed to the problem. 
Nodes of KB2 were described by four properties ("Organ," "Etiology," Signs," and "Symp- 
toms"). Values for these properties were taken from other subhierarchies of MESH. We were able 
to establish the regularity of "Organ" with respect o "Part-Of" within a subhierarchy of KB2. 
However, regularity for "Etiology," Signs," and "Symptoms" could not be tested irectly because 
property values were known for very few nodes, and thus there were virtually no child-parent 
pairs such that property values were known for both the child and the parent. Accordingly, we 
used the reverse approach of assuming that those properties were regular with respect o the B-T 
relations in MESH, and then used expansion with the relation "Child-Of" (which corresponds 
to the Hasse diagram of the B-T relations, see Section 2.3 and [1]) to fill in the missing values. 
Should those values be correct, we could argue that the properties were regular with respect o 
B-T relations indeed. We took a sample of 15 nodes whose property values were inferred by 
expansion and presented them to two medical doctors. They thought hat 33% of the values 
were correct, 37~ were too general, 14 9~ were too specific, and 21% were incorrect. The low 
incidence of incorrect values confirms our hypothesis that the properties do exhibit regularity 
to a large extent, with respect o a relation somewhere between "Child-Of" and its transitive 
closure. We used all four properties in descriptions of nodes, with the exception of the higher 
level nodes, whose descriptions included different subsets of the four properties. Classification 
was tested with a "success" rate of about 50%. Typical failures corresponded to cases where a 
node was reclassified above or below (along a path to the root) its original parent(s), which was 
to be expected given the incidence of property values that were either too specific or too general. 
While the expansion experiment (indirectly) established the regularity of property values with 
respect o hierarchical relations in MESH, the values that we inferred by expansion are not 
reliable enough to support classification, or to analyze its failures. A more thorough analysis 
of the structure of KB2 would require validating the inferred property values (a few thousand 
values) prior to classification--a prohibitively costly proposition [1]. 
14A property value was considered too general if a more specific value xisted that more accurately corresponds 
to that property. For example, "Viral Conjunctivitis"  a coJ~junctlv~l disease caused by a "Viral Infection." In 
other words, "Viral Infection" isa value for the property "Caused-By." "Infection ~ would also he a valid cause 
for "Viral Conjunctivitis," although too general. "Too specific" is defined in a similar fashion. 
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In summary, experiments with KB1 emphatically showed that regularity does characterize 
properties' behavior in hierarchies, and that classification constitutes a reliable concept acquisi- 
tion tool. The fact that exceptions of regularity and "failures" in classification could be attributed 
to imperfections in MeSH further the claim that the DK model is not a mere descriptive math- 
ematical model, but also a semantically sound one. Also, despite the incomplete knowledge 
embodied in KB2,  we were able to establish, indirectly, that properties in KB2 exhibit regu- 
larity. The authors were involved in a number of semantic net buildings efforts, and in our last 
attempt, we used regularity to structure a semantic net for hypertext. While we cannot provide 
a quantitative measure of the resulting improvement in the building process (time saving, some 
measure of usefulness of the semantic net), we were able to appreciate the rationalization of the 
knowledge structuring process embodied in regularity patterns. 
5. DISCUSSION 
Manually-built hierarchies may be used to support knowledge-intensive programs, when se- 
mantic primitives of hierarchical relationships are exploited. We argue that regularity is one such 
primitive, and it corresponds to the graph homomorphism that exists between a hierarchy of 
concepts and a graph of their property values. Inheritance in taxonomies i a special case of reg- 
ularity. Experiments with manually-built hierarchies emphatically showed instances of regularity. 
To the extent that regularity is an essential property of hierarchical relations, modifications to a 
hierarchy must be regularity-preserving. One such modification is a procedure called expansion 
which infers property values for concepts for which such values are not explicitly known. Exper- 
iments showed the accuracy of property values inferred by expansion [34]. Another modification 
consists of placing a new node in the hierarchy. Placing a node based on preserving the regularity 
of a single property may lead to several alternatives, ome of which may be invalid. We argued 
that in order to completely characterize the semantics of hierarchical relationships, we need to 
take into account he regularity of several properties imultaneously. 
The links within a manually-built hierarchy often embody different semantic relationships. 
However, these relationships are such that transitive inferences are still valid. We proposed a 
model of hierarchies, called DC hierarchies, which embody this semantic variability within man- 
made hierarchies. In a DC hierarchy, if n is a child of p, and p is a child of q, then the relation 
between n and/r- -cal l  it r l - - is  more specific than the relation between p and q--call it r2--,  
allowing us to infer than r2 holds also between and q. We developed a classification algorithm 
for DC hierarchies and tested it on a manually-built hierarchy, where it identified and corrected 
deficiencies in the original hierarchy, proving the validity of the DC model. 
This work is being pursued in a number of directions. We are developing extensions of the DC 
model to handle hierarchies of disjunctive concepts (e.g., "an object that is (round and green) 
or (square and red)"), and hierarchies of concepts whose descriptions include n-ary relationships 
for n > 3 (such as KL-ONE's roleset relations [15]), in contrast o properties which are binary 
relationships. We are also initiating a collaborative ffort with the CYC team at MCC to ex- 
plore regularity patterns in the CYC knowledge base [38,39]. We hope that such a large-scale 
experimentation will help define the scope of the DC model in terms of the kinds of hierarchical 
relationships to which it applies. 
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